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Abstract 
Lu, X., A matching game, Discrete Mathematics 94 (1991) 199-207. 
We consider the following 2-person game playing on K,,.,. Two players. maker and breaker. 
alternately take a previously untaken edge from K,,.,, the complete bipartite graph of order 2n. 
The game continues until all the edges of K,,, have been taken. Then the edges taken by 
maker induce a subgraph of K,,,, which is denoted by G(M). At the end of the game. we 
calculate the number of edge-disjoint perfect matchings of G(M), and denote this number by 
m(M). The maker’s aim is to make this number big and the breaker’s is to force it small. We 
will prove the following result: For any given q > 0, there exists N(r,r), such that if n 2 ?d( q), 
then maker has a strategy to guarantee m(M) 2 (l - q)n. 
1. Introduction 
Let H={A,,A* ,... , A,} be a hypergraph on X = UAcHA, that is, H is a 
family of subsets of X. We call x E X a vertex of H and A E H an edge of H. X is 
called the vertex set of H. 
There is a well-known so called generalized tic-tat-toe game played on X. Two 
players alternately take a previously untaken vertex of X. The one who takes an 
entire edge of H first wins the game. To this game, by a well-known ‘strategy 
stealing argument’, the first player will never lose. He either has a winning 
strategy or at least a drawing strategy. Therefore, the game is always in favour of 
the first player. This certainly fits our intuition. Thus, theoretically, this game is 
not a fair game. The second player has no chance to win the game if both players 
are rational and smart enough (the first player cannot make mistakes). 
Here we discuss a different game. These two players, called maker and 
breaker, have totally different goals in the game. The maker wants to get an edge 
A E H as above, but the breaker simply wants to prevent him from doing so. At 
the end of the game, the one who achieves his goal is the winner. Certainly this is 
a win-lose game. There is no chance having a draw. Erd6s and Selfridge [S) gave 
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a remarkable sufficient condition to guarantee the existence of a winning strategy 
for the breaker (as the second player). 
We can slightly generalize the ab-rsve game. Given $2 E 2 0, the game proceeds 
as above and at the end of the game, if there exists A E H, such that the maker 
has taken at least (1 - E) IAl vertices of A, then he wins the game, otherwise, he 
is the loser. Set E = 0, we get the game described before. We will give a sufficient 
condition to guarantee the existknce of winning strategy for the breaker (as the 
second player). It turns out that, when E- 0, we arrive at the Erdiis-Selfridge 
result. We will discuss this in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we will consider a related game played on K,,,, the complete 
bipartite graph on the set U U V with 1 U( = I VI = n. The game is as follows: Two 
players, maker and breaker, alternately take one previously untaken edge from 
K n.n9 with the breaker going first. When all edges of & have been taken, the 
maker has a subgraph of K,,,, say G(M), with vertex set U U V and edge set 
consisting of all those edges taken by him. Then we calculate the number of 
edge-disjoint perfect matchings of G(M). Let m(M) denote this number. We will 
prove that ‘tir;i > 0, the maker has a strategy to guarantee that m(M) 2 (4 - q)n as 
long as n is large enough. This result is almost best possible since, as Beck 
showed, the breaker can force the minimum degree 6(M) of G(M) to be less 
than $a - &hi, this certainly implies that m(M) < $2 - &/ii. 
In Section 4, we will prove two technical lemmas required for Section 3. In 
Section 5, we will shortly discuss the avoidance game. In,this game, the two 
players, called antimaker and antibreaker, have their own goals. The antimaker 
tries to avoid getting a vertex set of certain type and his opponent tries to force 
him to get such a set. The one who achieves his goal is the winner. We will also 
give a condition to guarantee the existence of a winning strategy for the 
antimaker. In the game corresponding to the matching game, the antibreaker has 
a strategy to force m(M) 2 (4 - q)n.for any given q > Cl and large enough n. 
2. Some preliminaries on the weight function method 
The materials in this section are essentially contained in [ 11. For the 
convenience of the reader, we discuss them here in some detail. See also [2-31 for 
related games. 
Let H= {Al, AZ,. . . , A,} be a hypergraph on X, where X = lJAEHA. We 
define a 2-person game played on X as follows: Given E > 0, two players, maker 
and breaker, alternately take a previously untaken vertex from X, one vertex per 
move, with the maker going first. The game continues until all vertices of X have 
been taken. We say the maker wins the game if there is an A E H, such that the 
maker has taken at least (1 - E) IAl vertices from A. We are going to derive a 
sufficient condition for the breaker to have a winning strategy. 
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For i > 1, let Xi be the vertex taken by the maker at his ith move and 
Xi = (~1, ~2, . l . , Xi}, J’i be tk vertex taken by the breaker at his ith move and 
K= {Y,,Y,, ’ l . , Yi>. For A E H, define 
y(A) = (1 + A)IX,nAl-(I-E)IAI(l _. ~)l);.-lnAi--~IAl 
whereO<A<l. Forx,yEX, let 
Y(X) = C Y(A); W(X, y) = C wi(A)= 
XEA {xty)c_A 
Suppose the maker has finished his ith move and now it is the breaker’s turn to 
pick up his ith vertex. Which vertex is he going to choose? It seems reasonable 
for him to pick UP yi with 
Wi(yi) = lllaX{Wi(y) 1 y E X - Xi - x-*}. 
Let 
T = C Wi(A). 
AEH 
We have 
T i+l = K + AWi(Xi+*) - AWi(yi) - A2Wi(Xi+l p yi} s z 
by the choice of yi. Therefore, 
T,2T,>--->T, 
where T, denotes the final total weight, the weight at the end of the game. If the 
maker wins the game, then 
w?f(A) > (1 - Q’y=“A’-“A’ 2 1 
for some A E H. Hence T 3c 2 1. So if T, < 1, then the breaker wins the game by 
using the above strategy. Therefore, if 
c (1 + ql-WIAl(1 _ q-44 
AEH 
= (l-5 A) c ((1 + A)‘-“(1 - A)‘)-lA’ c 1 
AEH 
for some O< A< 1, then the breaker wins the game. Hence we proved the 
following theorem. 
Theorem Al. If there exist:: a A, 0 < A c 1, such that 
AGH ((1 + A)‘-‘(? - A)“)-IAl < &, 
then the breaker has a winning strategy. 
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Let k(n) = (1 + n)lwE(l - A)‘. We want to find a ilo such that 
Let F,(A) = lnh(il) = (1 - &)ln(l + A) + E ln(l - J.), ther :“le derivative 
(1 - &)(l - n) - &(l + n) 1 - 2E - il 
1 -A2 = I-A2 ’ 
so 
<O ifil>l-2&, 
F;(A) = 0 if A = 1 - 28, 
>O ifA.<l-2E. 
So F,(A) gets its maximum value at A,, = 1 - 2~. Since h(n) = eF,@), A. = 1 - 2e is 
the maximum value for fF(n). Therefore, we have the following. 
TheoremAL If$>~>Oand 
c (2(I - &)L-E&‘)-‘A’ < 2(1 l E) , 
AEH 
then the breaker has a winning strategy. 
Note that f’(A) =f@)-, 1 as iz+ 0. Also, f(A) is an increasing function on the 
interval (0, Ao), since f’(k) =f(A)F’(A) > 0 if 0 < a < &,. This tells us that 
f (A,) = 2(1 - &)1-E&F > 1 
when i > E > 0. Because of its usefulness in applications, we state this observation 
as a proposition. 
Proposition 1. For every E, $ > E > 0, we have 2( 1 - E)‘- ‘E’ > 1. 
If E+O, then &@)+2, therefore we arrived at the following important 
theorem due to ErdGs-Selfridge [5]. 
Theorem A3. If CA& 2-lA’ c 4 the n t e rea er h b k h as a strategy to prevent the 
maker from getting a whole edge from the hypergraph H. 
3. A matching game on K,,” 
Let K,,,, = (I/, V) be the complete bipartite graph with lUl = 1 VI = n. Let 
(S, T) denote the complete subgraph of K,, ,, induced by S U T. Let H be the 
family of all such (S, T) with IS( + ITI 3 n + i. 
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Lemma 1. Given q, i> q > 0. Let H be defined as above. Then there exists an 
N(q), such that if n 2 N(V). then the second player can win the game (H, E) , 
(defined as in Section 2) for H as above and E = 4 - v. In other words, he can take 
at least e ISI IT/ edges for all (S, T). 
Proof. Let N, = a(n + I - a), by Theorem A2 we only need to check that 
for large n where c = 2(1- E)‘-%‘, and c > 1 by Proposition 1. Now Lemma 1 
follows from the following technical lemma (which we will prove in Section 4). 
Lemma 2. For any constant c > 1, 
Lemma 3. Let G = (X, Y; E) be a bipartite graph, 1 X I= 1 Y] = n. For A c X, 
B c Y, let [A, B] = {(Y; y) ] w~_A;y~k3: xy~E). [f,for every AsXand every 
BEYwith(Al+IBI=n+l,n 2 1~ 1, we have I[A , B]I 2 lk, then G has at least k 
edge-disjoint perfect matchings. 
The proof of this lemma will also be presented in the next section. 
Now we can prove our main result. 
Theorem 1. For every v, $ > q > 0, there exists an N(q) such that if n 2 N(q), 
then the maker (as the second player) has a winning strategy in the matching game, 
that is, he can force m(M) > (4 - q)n. 
Proof. Let the maker hse the winning strategy described in Lemma 1, then for 
anypairA,B,AcX, BcY, IAl+~B~=f+n,n~l~l, themakerhastakenat 
least (4 - q) IAl IBI a(; - q)ln edges from [A, B]. Then by Lemma 3, G(M) has 
at least k = (i - q)n edge-disjoint perfect matchings. Cl 
This thecrem is almost best possible. Indeed, maker cannot get {rz - $& 
edge-disjoint perfect matchings. At the end of the game, breaker also gets a 
graph of his own, say G(B). Let A(B) be the maximum degree of G(d). 2 
breaker’s aim is simply to mak e A(B) large, then Beck proved the following 
result (unpublished). 
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Proposition 2. Breaker has a strategy to guarantee A(B) > n / 2 + $fi. 




so that m(M) < jn - $&z. We state this as a theorem. 
Theorem 2. In the matching game, breaker has a strategy to force 
1 1 
m(M)<p -$6. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We distinguish three cases. 
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Case 3: 1 s log, n, a <: log, n. 
Then 
as n + 00. Here we used the following fact: Let 
h(a) = (I)( n +‘I _ a)c-“(‘l+t-a), 
then 
h(a) 
h(a+l)= n-+1-ac ( a+14 -_(a+l)(n+l-o-l) )A n - aC-(u+l)(n+l-a-l) a+1 ) 
(a + 1 - l)(a + 1) 




if n is large. So 
h(1) 2 h(b + 1) 2 . l l 2 h(log n). 
We also used the well-known inequality 
Since 
as n-+ 00, we proved Lemma 1. Cl 
To prove Lemma 3, we are going to use the following well-known result [4,6]. 
Theorem (max-flow, min-cut theorem). Lef N 6e a network with two special 
vertices s and t, then the maximal flow vabe from s to t equals the minimum crdt 
capacity of all cuts seperating s and f. 
oof of an 3, Let G = (X, Y; E) be a bipartite graph, IX1 = lYl = n. 
we construct a network N by adding two special vertices s an3 b, and the arc set of 
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N is 
[s, X] u [Y, r] u {A-y 1 x E x, y E Y, xy E E}. 
We assign the capacity value c(u, u) as follows: 
c(u, v) = 1 k if u = s, 21 E X or u E Y, u = t, 1 if u E X, v E Y. 
A typical cut seperating s and t is (W, w), where W = s U A U l?, A c X, 
Bc_Y, andB=Y-B. Wehave 
c(W, kt’) = k(n - IAI) + k @I + I[A, B]J 
= k(n - IAI) + k(n - PI) + l[A, B]l 
= k(2n - IAl - ISI) + l[A, I?]J. 
If c( W, r?l) 2 nk, then the flow value is =xk by Theorem A4. Thus if 
l[A, B]( 2 (IAl + ISI - ;z)k = lk 
for any pair A cX, B c Y, IAl + ISI = n + I, then we can find a flow with value 
nk, thus a k-regular spanning subgraph H of G. Since every k-regular bipartite 
graph H has k edge-disjoint perfect matchings, so does G. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 3. Cl 
5. Avoidance games 
In this section, we consider another game- the avoidance game. In this game, 
one player is trying to avoid getting an A E H such that he has taken at ‘least 
(1 - E) IAl vertices from it. We call this player antimaker. The other player, 
called antibreaker, is trying to force his opponent to get such an A. The one who 
achieves his goal wins the game. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem AS. Let H be a hypergraph on X. If X is even, and 
c (2(1- &)‘-F&E)-‘A’ < 1, 
AEH 
then the antimaker (as the first player) has a win+; strategy. 
roof. Let xi, y; be the vertices taken by antin. +r and antibreaker at their ith 
move, respectively. Let Xi= {x,,xz,. . . ,x,}, ’ = (y_,y,, . . . ,yi}, X0= Y;,=O. 
For A E H, define 
wi(A) = (1 + A)IXW(~ -Wl( 1 _ A)K”“l-- 14. 
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For X, y E X, define 
w;(x) = c w;(A), w;(x. y) = c w;(A), T = 2 w,(A). 
.reA,AEtI {~.J*)~A.AEH AEH 
At each of his moves, the antimaker picks up the vertex Xi with minimum weight 
wi(x) among all those vertices available. Then we have 
1;1+1= K + AWi(Xi) - AWi( yi) - A2Wi(Xip yi) s T 
so 
I;,>T,+.+Tz. 
Thus ?;, < 1 is a sufficient condition for the existence of a winning strategy for the 
antimaker. Let this il = 1 - 2&, we have the desired result. 0 
In the avoidance version of the matching game, by similar analysis, the 
antibreaker (as the first player) certainly can avoid getting an [A, B] E H such that 
he has taken at least (l- E) IAl 1l31 edges from [A, B], for a given E, $ > E >O 
(try to use Theorem AS). Thus we state the following theorem. We leave the 
proof to the reader. The reader should convince him or herself that the parity of 
(Xl = (T) is not important here because n is large erfough. 
Theorem 3. Let i > PI> 0. Then there exists an N(q) such that if n 2 N(q), then 
the antibreaker has a strategy to force the antimaker to get at least (i - q)n 
edge-disjoint perfect matchings. 
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